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A B S T R A C T

Multijunction solar cells, proven technological route for achievements of highest PV conversion efficiencies,
require accurate tuning of the sub-cell absorption to ensure that every cell in the stack delivers the same current
density. Even though currents of the sub-cells can be precisely matched for a fixed illumination spectrum,
current mismatch cannot be avoided in real terrestrial applications due to variations of the irradiance spectrum.
The issue becomes critical when a solar cell has to cover wider range of applications such as a mixture of direct
sun / shadow / artificial light – the case for various distributed PV-powered electronics. Furthermore the current
matching constrains choice of materials and designs of sub-cells for a tandem device. A straightforward basic
configuration with decoupling the sub-cell's currents is a 3-terminal configuration with one additional contact
sheared by the top and bottom cell. This concept requires voltage-matching between the top and bottom cell
when these cells are integrated in modules. A realistic concept for the voltage-matched 3-terminal cell reported
recently includes a wide gap top cell combined with a tandem bottom cell made of 2 sub-cells with lower
bandgaps. The concept is a hybrid between 2 and 3-terminal configurations with voltage matching and relaxed
current matching constrains. Established thin film silicon solar cell technology provides interesting option to
realize the hybrid 3-terminal cell with amorphous Si top cell (VOC ≈ 0.9 V) and two microcrystalline Si cells (VOC

≈ 0.5 V). In this work we present proof of concept of the voltage matched 3-terminal tandem cell prepared with
highly transparent and conductive IOH intermediate contact. The efficiency of 10.4% has been achieved made
up of independently operating 7.9% efficient top cell and 2.5% efficient bottom tandem cell. The paper sum-
marizes the development and discusses optical losses identified in the 3-T devices.

1. Introduction

Thermalization of photo-excited charge carriers to the band edges of
absorber semiconductor is one of the major factors limiting power
conversion efficiency of a single junction solar cell [1]. The traditional
way to overcome the limitation is to stack cells with different bandgaps
of absorber layers so that each sub-cell absorbs and converts a narrow
part of the solar spectrum minimizing the thermalization loss. Absolute
power conversion efficiency record is held by multijunction devices [2],
however these cells require accurate tuning of the sub-cell absorption to
ensure that every cell in the stack delivers the same current density.
Otherwise the current of the multijunction device will be limited by the
lowest sub-cell current. This current mismatch will reduce power
output of a multijunction solar cell (in some cases it can be partially
compensated by fill factor increase [3]). Even though currents of the
sub-cells can be precisely matched for a fixed spectral irradiance, the
mismatch cannot be avoided in real terrestrial applications due to
variations of the spectral irradiance. The current mismatch becomes a
critical issue when a solar cell has to cover wider range of applications,

including operation in low-light, shaded conditions, or indoors. [4]. For
example, development of solar cells for a PV battery power unit for
variety of illumination conditions requires versatile and compact PV
device tolerant to the spectrum changes [5,6]. Another aspect is that
the current matching constrains the choice of materials and design of
sub-cells. A straightforward solution for the problem is to contact the
sub-cells individually and design a multiterminal multijunction cell.
Realization of this conceptually simple design encounters problem of
increased optical losses introduced by the additional contact layers.
Compromise between current decoupling and minimalization of optical
losses leads to a 3-terminal (3-T) design with only one additional con-
tact introduced between top and bottom cell. This concept requires
voltage matching between the top and the bottom cell because the cells
are connected in parallel once they are integrated in a solar module [7].
Since the sub-cells in a tandem stack have different bandgaps of ab-
sorber layers they have different open circuit and maximum power
point voltages too, which is an obvious problem for module integration.
One solution to the problem proposed by Guo et al. [8] is a hybrid
design where a wide bandgap top cell is combined with a tandem
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bottom cell made of 2 sub-cells with low bandgaps as sketched in
Fig. 1a. The cells are selected to fulfill VOC top = VOC bottom1 + VOC

bottom2, the condition which for the maximum power point (mpp) is
defined as Vmpp top = Vmpp bottom 1 + Vmpp bottom 2. Established thin film
silicon solar cell technology provides suitable option to realize the
hybrid 3-terminal cell, because of two types of single cells available:
cells with amorphous Si absorber (a-Si) with VOC of 0.85− 0.95 V, and
cells with microcrystalline Si absorber (µc-Si) with VOC of
0.45− 0.55 V. Combination of the cells can provide voltage-matched
hybrid 3-T device where the top a-Si cell is voltage-matched to a µc-Si /
µc-Si bottom tandem as shown in Fig. 1(a). The device can have two
configurations: one where all cells are prepared in same p-i-n sequence
(Fig. 1(b)), or one where top cell and the bottom tandem are prepared
in opposite layer sequences e.g. p-i-n a-Si and n-i-p/n-i-p µc-Si
(Fig. 1(c)). In both configurations the cells can be measured in-
dependently but only the configuration in Fig. 1(b) has 2-terminal op-
eration option and therefore can be directly compared to the same re-
ference 2-T cell without intermediate contact (traditional triple
junction configuration). The latter point was the reason to focus on the
p-i-n a-Si and p-i-n / p-i-n µc-Si configuration Fig. 1(b) in our study.

Properties of an intermediate contact are crucial for the perfor-
mance of 3-T cell. The contact has to be highly transparent and con-
ductive as well as the front contact, but there are additional technolo-
gical requirements for its preparation. For the thin film Si technology
such requirements are low temperature and soft deposition to prevent
damage of the top cell. Hydrogen doped indium oxide In2O3:H (IOH)
[9–12] has been applied in our work as an intermediate contact for the
voltage-matched 3-terminal Si solar cells. The device development has
been divided in 5 main steps:

1. Development and characterization of IOH layers for the inter-
mediate contact.

2. Test of IOH as a back contact of a-Si solar cell with a reference a-Si
cell with traditional ZnO:Al/Ag back contact [13] (sketched in
Fig. 2a).

3. Test of IOH as a front contact of µc-Si cell with a reference cell
prepared on ZnO:Al [14] with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact (sketched in
Fig. 2b).

4. Development of a simple tandem in 3-T configuration with a-Si top
cell, µc-Si bottom cell and IOH intermediate contact finalized with
ZnO:Al/Ag back contact. Reference cell is usual 2-T a-Si / µc-Si
tandem with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact (sketched in Fig. 2c).

5. Development of the target device - the voltage-matched 3-T hybrid
tandem cell with a-Si top cell, IOH intermediate contact, and µc-Si /
µc-Si tandem as bottom cell finalized with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact.
The reference cell is 2-terminal a-Si / µc-Si / µc-Si triple junction
device with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact (sketched in Fig. 2d).

2. Experiment

2.1. Thin film Si solar cells

Single junction amorphous silicon cells and 3-T cells were deposited
on Asahi-VU substrates or IOH- and ZnO-coated Corning Eagle XG glass
substrates (Fig. 2). Thin film Si layers were deposited using a plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in a Large Area experi-
mental PECVD system with deposition area of 30× 30 cm2. The single
junction and multijunction cells had typical p-i-n structure [4,15]. The
back contact for all solar cells except for a test cell with IOH back
contact [Fig. 2a] was made of 80 nm room temperature ZnO:Al and
200 nm Ag prepared with magnetron sputtering.

2.2. IOH intermediate contact

Hydrogen-doped indium oxide films In2O3:H (IOH) were deposited
using a commercial sputter tool from the company Kurt. J Lesker via RF
magnetron sputtering of a 6-in. ceramic In2O3 target in static mode at
room temperature, sputtering power of P=80W, total pressure of 2
mTorr, with the following gas flows: Ar = 9.6 sccm; O2 (10% in Ar)
= 0.45 sccm; H2 (10% in Ar) = 0.9 sccm. Note the utilization of hy-
drogen gas instead of water vapor as hydrogen precursor [12]. De-
position times were varied from 21 to 90min, providing thin films with
thickness between 140 and 450 nm. IOH layers on glass and as a part of
a solar cell have been annealed at 200 °C, in vacuum, for 20min

2.3. Preparation of 3-terminal cells with laser scribing

Realization of the thin film solar cell in 3-terminal configuration
requires advanced patterning procedure to provide access to the

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the voltage-matched 3-terminal solar cell stack. Note that
each sub-cell consists of p-type, intrinsic, and n-type Si layers not shown in a
simple schematic presentation. (b) Equivalent circuit of the voltage-matched
stack with all cells prepared in p-i-n configuration. (c) Equivalent circuit of the
voltage-matched stack with the top cell prepared in p-i-n configuration and the
bottom tandem in n-i-p/n-i-p configuration.

Fig. 2. Summary of the solar cells prepared for the study. The cells in a top row
are test cells where various aspects related to the study were tested. The cells on
bottom are the reference counterparts for the test cells. Note that each sub-cell
consists of p-type, intrinsic, and n-type Si layers not shown in a simple sche-
matic presentation. (a) single junction a-Si top cell with IOH back contact and
the reference cell with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact to test function of IOH as a back
contact for the top cell; (b) single junction µc-Si bottom cell with IOH front
contact and the reference cell with ZnO:Al front contact [14] to test function of
IOH as a front contact for the bottom cell and effect of µc-Si deposition on IOH;
(c) simple 3-terminal tandem with IOH intermediate contact and the reference
cell in 2-terminal configuration to test feasibility of the 3-T cell operation; (d)
highlighted with dashed frame is the target device - the hybrid voltage-matched
3-terminal cell, the reference is prepared without intermediate contact in 2-
terminal configuration.
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intermediate contact. Patterning of the cells has been performed by
laser scribing [16,17]. The sequence of the laser scribing and deposition
steps for preparation of a 3-terminal device is presented schematically
in the Fig. 3, where the sketch (d) represents the target device with 3
contacts. All processing is done by standard back-side scribing through
the substrate using a Q-switched nanosecond pulsed laser with a wa-
velength of 532 nm for selective removal of the absorber layers and
back-contact while a laser with a wavelength of 355 nm is used for front
contact (TCO) removal.

2.4. Material and cell characterization

Electrical properties of IOH were characterized according to Van der
Pauw method, using a Hall measurement system from the company
GMW Associates and with 4-point probe measurement of electrical re-
sistance. Optical properties of individual layers and cells have been
characterized with UV–VIS measurement of transmission and reflec-
tion.

The solar cells were characterized with Wacom WXS-140S-
L2 A.M.1.5GMM solar simulator under AM1.5G illumination spectrum
at 25 °C. The sample and stage design allowed measurement of the top
and the bottom cell of 3-Terminal stack individually.

External quantum efficiency of the cells was measured using a
system from the company Müller Elektronik Optik in the range of
300–1100 nm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Properties of IOH

Introduction of an additional contact in a tandem cell is linked to
increase in optical and electrical losses. The flexibility of a 3-terminal
configuration can be of advantage only if the losses caused by the ad-
ditional contacts are sufficiently low. Therefore, optical and electrical
properties of the intermediate contact are of primary importance for the
cells in 3-terminal configuration. Transmission, reflection and absorp-
tion of a 140 nm thick IOH layer as deposited on glass are presented in
Fig. 4 by solid lines.

The material on glass shows virtually no absorption between
500 nm and 900 nm and weak absorption in the range 900 – 1100 nm.
Since the intermediate contact is not exposed to high energy part of the
spectrum, absorbed by the top cell, the absorption in IOH at
λ < 500 nm is out of focus in this work. Low absorption in the range of
interest, λ > 500 nm, indicates high potential of IOH as an inter-
mediate contact in a 3-terminal device.

IOH is known to change its properties upon annealing [9–11] and
the intermediate contact will experience one to several hours of bottom
cell deposition at nominal substrate temperature of 180 °C. Therefore
the effect of annealing has been additionally tested on IOH layers de-
posited on glass. The annealing temperature of 200 °C has been chosen
to be slightly higher than the nominal deposition temperature of µc-Si
cell in order to account for possible drift of the substrate temperature
related to plasma heating during PECVD deposition. Dashed lines in
Fig. 4 represent transmission reflection and absorption of the same IOH
layer after annealing at 200 °C. We observed that annealing suppresses
the absorption in IOH considerably over the whole measured spectrum.
Most relevant improvement is observed at λ > 800 nm where ab-
sorption nearly vanishes after the annealing. Considerable reduction in
absorption makes the annealing a desired step in the preparation of the
device.

Electrical and optical properties of IOH deposited with different
thicknesses before and after annealing are summarized in Fig. 5. Carrier
mobility and concentration presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b) show no de-
pendence on the film thickness in the investigated range, both before
and after the annealing. There is a noticeable effect of annealing for all
samples. Independently on sample thickness the carrier mobility in-
creases by factor approximately 2, and nearly same factor of reduction
is observed for carrier concentration in all samples. The sheet resistance
presented in Fig. 5(c) decreases as expected with thickness and shows
only marginal effect of annealing as the changes in carrier mobility and
density nearly cancel each other out. Finally, optical absorption in-
tegrated over the wavelength range 600–1200 nm relevant for inter-
mediate contact increases with thickness and is significantly reduced by
annealing for each thickness. For all annealed samples the integrated
absorption was below 1%. The reduction of absorption in the low wa-
velength range is likely related to the reduction in the carrier con-
centration after annealing. Therefore even though no improvement is
observed in the resistance of the samples, the reduction in absorption
makes annealing a desirable treatment step for all devices. Taking into
account the low absorption any film of the series can be used as an
intermediate contact, however the thicker ones are expected to yield
lower resistive losses. To explore this aspect 140 nm and 330 nm thick
films have been tested as back contact of a-Si cell as described below.

In summary IOH is found to be an appropriate TCO for a middle

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the 3-terminal sample preparation steps: (a) laser
scribing of a front TCO, (b) deposition and laser scribing of a top cell, (c) de-
position and laser scribing of middle contact with a bottom cell, (d) deposition
and scribing of a back contact. The sample is contacted outside of the active
area for front and middle contact and inside the active area for the back contact
during IV measurements.

Fig. 4. Optical properties of IOH (140 nm) as deposited (solid lines) and an-
nealed (dashed lines): Transmission T, Reflection R, and Absorption A, re-
spectively.
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contact in 3-T cells due to very low absorption for the target wavelength
range of 600–1200 nm and high conductivity.

3.2. Single junction top cell (a-Si)

According to the experiment plan presented in Fig. 2, the 140 nm
and 330 nm IOH films have been tested as a back contact of a single
junction a-Si cell compared to a reference cell prepared with traditional
ZnO:Al/Ag back contact (see sketch in Fig. 2(a)). The results of IV
measurements for all three cells are presented in Fig. 6. Both cells with
IOH back contact show regular JV characteristics and can be con-
sistently analyzed with respect to the JV of the reference cell. Summary
of photovoltaic parameters is presented in the Table 1. The reference
device is a well optimized cell with 10.1% initial efficiency. The core
structure of the device did not change for all cells and there is virtually
no change in VOC observed in the results (Fig. 6 and Table 1). Most
noticeable change in JV was related to the short circuit current and fill
factor. Current density is naturally reduced in the cells with transparent
back contact. Both cells with 140 and 330 nm IOH at the back have
same JSC of 14.5 mA/cm2 reduced by 1.5 mA/cm2 with respect to the
reference. Fill factor loss is the critical point for the top cell. The cell has

to rely on both front and back TCO contacts instead of only front TCO,
as in classical 2-terminal device. Here we see that fill factor in the cell
with 140 nm back contact is 51% and 62% in the cell with 330 nm, both
considerably below the reference. In both cases FF is reduced due to the
increase in the series resistance. We performed further optimization of
cell design to improve fill factor. The IOH thickness has been increased
and the cell width has been reduced as discussed in the section dedi-
cated to first 3-terminal cells. Main outcome of the top cell tests is
sufficient performance of the device with IOH back contact facilitating
further development of 3-terminal device.

Another important aspect of the top cell operation is the relation of
its quantum efficiency and the spectrum of transmitted light, available
for further conversion by the subsequent cells. The transmission, re-
flection, absorption and quantum efficiency of a-Si cell with 330 nm
back contact is compared to the reference cell in Fig. 7. Quantum ef-
ficiency in the test cell is reduced in comparison to the reference cell
mostly at the long wavelength range. At λ > 500 nm the onset of
transmission is observed and at λ > 800 nm the top cell is not

Fig. 5. (a) Carrier mobility, (b) Carrier concentration (c) Sheet resistance and
(d) Integral absorption for wavelength range of 600–1200 nm in IOH as a
function of the layer thickness.
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Table 1
Photovoltaic parameters of single junction a-Si cells with IOH as back contact
compared to a reference cell with ZnO:Al/Ag back contact.

Cells η FF VOC JSC RS-Voc

[%] [%] [mV] [mA/cm2] [Ω]

Reference 10.1 72.8 866 15.9 4.9
IOH-140 nm 6.3 51.2 849 14.5 19.3
IOH - 330 nm 7.8 62.1 861 14.5 12.7
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Fig. 7. External quantum efficiency and transmission of single junction a-Si
solar cells with IOH (330 nm) as back contact vs. reference cell.
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photoactive. Transmission of the cell with IOH back contact reaches
maximum of approximately 50% at λ=800 nm and is slightly de-
creasing for longer wavelengths. Overall absorption (1-T-R) at
λ > 800 nm is between 30% and 40% - considerably higher than ex-
pected solely from the optical properties of IOH back contact.

3.3. Single junction bottom cell (μc-Si)

After the tests with top cell, the IOH intermediate contact with
330 nm thickness has been tested as a front contact for a single junction
µc-Si cell (sketch in Fig. 2(b)) compared to a reference cell prepared on
“traditional” ZnO front contact [14]. Note that during preliminary ex-
periments it has been found that deposition of µc-Si directly on IOH
leads to a known effect of TCO reduction in contact with hydrogen-rich
plasma [18]. This negative effect has been eliminated via application of
thin (5–10 nm) protection layer of ZnO introduced on top of IOH.

JV characteristics of the test and reference cells are presented in
Fig. 8, and summary of photovoltaic parameters is presented in the
Table 2. Both cells show appropriate operation. Little difference in VOC

is likely related to difference in crystallinity of cells prepared on dif-
ferent substrates [19]. Fill factor is over 71% in both cells indicating
that the front contact made of IOH provides sufficient conductivity for
the cell with metal back contact on par with highly optimized ZnO front
contact. Most difference between two cells is observed in short circuit
current density. The cell with IOH front contact is 4.1mA/cm2 below
the reference. The origin of the difference can be clearly identified by
comparison of EQE of both cells presented in Fig. 9. The reference cell
deposited on the optimized textured ZnO front contact shows no in-
terference in the QE spectrum which indicates efficient light scattering
properties and therefore good light trapping. Since IOH has been pre-
pared on smooth glass, and has not been textured, the cells prepared on
IOH are nearly planar devices with virtually absent light trapping
properties. Quantum efficiency spectrum of the test cell contains strong
interferences and is below the reference especially at λ > 600 nm.

Since the target 3-terminal device will be deposited on textured Asahi-
VU substrate with advanced light scattering properties, the lack of light
trapping in the test µc-Si prepared on flat IOH is not relevant.

3.4. 3-Terminal tandem solar cells

Both sub-cells, the top cell with IOH back contact, and the bottom
cell with IOH front contact, showed appropriate operation and are in-
tegrated in a test 3-terminal device as sketched in Fig. 2(c). Access to
the middle contact is provided with the laser patterning procedure
presented in Fig. 3. The sub-cells of the 3-T device have been char-
acterized independently. JV-characteristics of top cells and bottom cells
of three different 3-terminal devices are presented in the Fig. 10, and
photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 3. Black lines in the
Fig. 10 represent sub-cells of the 3-terminal cell with common
10×10mm2 area. Both JVs of top and bottom cells exhibit low fill
factor of 59% and 55% correspondingly, mostly limited by high series
resistance. The increase in series resistance is related to the additional
resistance of intermediate IOH contact which can be eliminated with
optimization of the cell width [7]. In our work we tested cells with
width Wcell = 5mm and 2 different thicknesses of IOH intermediate
contact: 330 nm and 450 nm. In the Fig. 10 red and blue lines show the
JV curves of these 2 modified cells. In both cases FF is improved with
respect to the 10mm wide device. The 5mm wide cell with 450 nm
thick intermediate contact has the highest fill factor and this thickness
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Table 2
Photovoltaic parameters of single junction µc-Si cells with IOH as a front con-
tact (protected with 5–10 nm ZnO:Al) compared to a reference cell with ZnO
front contact.

Cells η FF VOC JSC RS-Voc

[%] [%] [mV] [mA/cm2] [Ω]

Reference 7.1 71.4 0.500 19.8 2.3
IOH - 330 nm 5.8 71.9 0.513 15.7 3.3
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of IOH has been used for further development of the voltage-matched 3-
Terminal device.

Quantum efficiency for the 3-terminal device with 450 nm IOH in-
termediate contact is presented in the Fig. 11 together with QE of the
reference 2-terminal tandem (see sketch next to the graph). Note that
the sub-cells in 3-T and 2-T tandems are nominally identical and the
difference is only the intermediate contact. Total absorption (1-T-R) in
both test and reference cells is presented in Fig. 11 as well.

The quantum response of the 3-terminal device is identical to the
reference cell up to a wavelength of 500 nm. This is expected since
substrates, front TCOs and top cells are identical in both tandems as
sketched in Fig. 11. At λ > 500 nm QE of the top cell in 3-T device
exceeds QE of the top cell in the reference 2-T tandem. This effect is
attributed to a known intermediate reflector function [20–23]. In pre-
sent case the IOH layer appeared to have pronounced intermediate
reflection function for the top a-Si cell leading to current shift of
1.4 mA/cm2 from the bottom cell to the top one. The bottom cell of 3-
terminal device shows reduction in the quantum efficiency with respect
to the bottom cell in 2-terminal reference. This reduction of 4.2 mA/
cm2 is partially attributed to the current shift to the top cell (mostly at
500 < λ < 800 nm). Additional loss at longer wavelength, approxi-
mately 2.8mA/cm2, is related to parasitic absorption. Total absorption
in 3-terminal device exceeds the one in the 2-terminal tandem reference
at wavelength longer than 800 nm. Overall the results of the tested
simple 3-terminal devices showed functionality sufficient to perform a
proof of concept for the voltage-matched 3-terminal device.

3.5. Voltage-matched 3-terminal solar cells

The 3-terminal test device and the reference 2-terminal triple cell
have been prepared as sketched in Fig. 2(d). The JV curves for the 3-
terminal hybrid are presented in the Fig. 12. It can be seen that the
combination of a-Si top cell with µc-Si bottom tandem cell provides

appropriate voltage matching as for VOC. The open circuit voltage of a-
Si cell (867mV) has mismatch with VOC of µc-Si tandem (850mV) of
17mV only. The matching of maximum power point voltages is good as
well Vmpp of a-Si cell (640mV) is only 40mV off the Vmpp of µc-Si
tandem (680mV). Having proper JV characteristics of the sub-cells the
main goal of the development – functional voltage-matched hybrid 3-
terminal solar cell is achieved. Comparison of the JV-characteristics of
first 3-terminal device and 2-terminal reference is presented in the
Table 4. The reference cell shows proper performance with some cur-
rent mismatch which leads to reduced total current density, compared
to best achievements [24], high FF and average efficiency of 8.7%. The
top cell and bottom tandem cell of 3-T device are characterized sepa-
rately. Top cell shows efficiency of 7.6% and bottom tandem 2.5%
leading to the total efficiency of 10.1%. Appropriate electrical function
of the sub-cells in voltage-matched hybrid 3-T cell proofs the concept
[8] aimed in the development. Impact of the intermediate contact on
the optical performance of the 3-T cells is investigated further with QE
and reflection measurements.

Fig. 13 (a) represents external quantum efficiency of the sub-cells in
the voltage-matched 3-terminal device compared to the sub-cells of the
2-terminal triple junction reference cell. Total absorption (1-T-R) for

Table 3
Summary of photovoltaic parameters of top a-Si cells and bottom µc-Si cells prepared separately and as a part of 3-T tandems.

Cells η FF VOC JSC RS-Voc

[%] [%] [mV] [mA/cm2] [Ω]

a-Si single cell with 330 nm IOH back contact 7.8 62.1 0.861 14.5 12.72
a-Si top cell in 3-T tandem with 330 nm IOH intermediate contact, width of 1 cm2 6.8 59.2 0.877 13.1 17.88
a-Si top cell in 3-T tandem with 330 nm IOH intermediate contact, width 0.5 cm2 8.2 68.9 0.868 13.8 8.66
a-Si top cell in 3-T tandem with 450 nm IOH intermediate contact width 0.5 cm2 8.0 69.2 0.868 13.4 8.4
µc-Si single cell with 330 nm IOH back contact 5.8 71.9 0.513 15.7 3.26
µc-Si bottom cell in 3-T tandem with 330 nm intermediate contact, width 1 cm2 2.2 54.7 0.454 8.7 14.32
µc-Si bottom cell in 3-T tandem with 330 nm intermediate contact, width 0.5 cm2 2.7 64.1 0.447 9.4 7.41
µc-Si bottom cell in 3-T tandem with 450 nm intermediate contact, width 0.5 cm2 2.7 64.5 0.448 9.2 7.48
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Fig. 12. JV curve of the best 3-terminal voltage-matched cell.

Table 4
Photovoltaic parameters of triple junction reference 2-T cell and voltage-mat-
ched hybrid triple 3-T cell – the target configuration of the development.

Cells η FF VOC JSC RS-Voc Vmpp Jmpp

[%] [%] [mV] [mA/cm2] [Ω] [mV] [mA/cm2]

Reference 2 Terminal triple aSi (340 nm) / μcSi (1 µm) / μcSi (2 µm)
Triple (aSi/μcSi/μcSi) 8.7 83.9 1796 5.8 16 1560 5.5

3-terminal: a-Si (340 nm) / μc-Si (1 µm) / μc-Si (2 µm)
3-T a-Si top 7.6 64.5 867 13.7 23 640 12.0
3-T μc-Si / μc-Si bottom 2.5 72.1 850 4.1 44 680 3.8
3-terminal total* 10.1 – – 17.8 – 640 –
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both devices is shown as well. Total EQEs for both 3-terminal device
and 2-terminal reference are shown in the Fig. 13 (b). Note that the sub-
cells are nominally identical and the difference between them is the
intermediate IOH contact present in the 3-terminal device.

Comparing the top cells of both devices we observe pronounced
intermediate reflector effect of the IOH contact [20,21]. Top cell cur-
rent density in 3-terminal cell is 2.5 mA/cm2 higher with respect to the
reference. The enhancement is observed in the wavelength range be-
tween 500 nm and 800 nm. The increase in the top cell current comes at
the cost of the current of subsequent cells, which is clearly observed in
the EQE curves for both µc-Si cells of the bottom tandem. However this
current density reduction in both bottom cells, totally 5mA/cm2, can
only partially be attributed to the current shift. In the Fig. 13 (b) the
total EQE of the 3-terminal cell is below the EQE of the 2-terminal
reference cell at 600 nm< λ < 1000 nm. The loss can be related
partially to the increased reflection of the cells with IOH at 700 nm<
λ < 800 nm. However throughout the whole dataset summarized in

the paper we can see that the reduction is mostly related to an increase
in the parasitic absorption at 600 nm< λ < 1000 nm despite ex-
tremely low absorption of the IOH layers (Fig. 4). Although detailed
analysis of the loss is out of the scope of the paper we expect that ad-
ditional reflections in the cell due to the IOH lead to increase of the
parasitic absorption in the doped layers and other TCOs of the device as
it has been shown earlier [22]. Suppression of the parasitic absorption
is the main optimization point for further development of 3-terminal
cells.

Two more cells have been prepared with various thicknesses of the
microcrystalline sub-cells to explore the current matching issue in the
bottom tandem. The results are presented in Table 5. The best 3-
terminal cell measured in the study has total efficiency of 10.4% con-
sisting of 7.9% converted by top cell and 2.5% converted by bottom
tandem cell.

4. Conclusions

A proof of concept of a voltage-matched 3-terminal multijunction
solar cell was achieved using amorphous and microcrystalline silicon
solar cells with hydrogen-doped indium oxide as middle contact.
Sophisticated laser interconnection has been successfully implemented
to access the middle contact of 3-terminal thin film Si solar cells and
achieve independent measurement of the top and bottom cells in the
device.

Top and bottom cell showed open circuit voltages of 0.87 V and
0.85 V, respectively. Voltages at maximum power point were approxi-
mately 0.66 V for both top and bottom cell. The best voltage-matched 3-
terminal device prepared in the study has efficiency of 10.4% made up
of 7.9% efficient top cell and 2.5% efficient bottom tandem cell. The
device is ready for realization of 3-terminal modules.

Optimization potential for efficiency of 3-T cells has been identified.
At the first place straightforward current matching for bottom tandem
cell has to be achieved with absorber thickness variation. Pronounced
parasitic absorption in the infrared region identified in the study has to
be investigated in detail and suppressed to achieve full potential of the
concept.
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